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COURSE  INTRODUCTION  

Dear learners this is the Course Two of the Certficate in Persian Language 

Programme. This course also contains three blocks. Each Block has six Units. 

Unlike course one which focused on your reading and writing skills, the 

emphasis in this course is on listening and speaking Persian Language.It has 

been specially designed to enhance your communicative skills.  All the 18 

units of this course are based on simple conversations and common Persian 

words, sentences and phrases have been incorporated in the conversations. 

Further numerious exercises have been added to each unit for your practice 

and enough audio support has also been given. 

 

 

 

 



BLOCK INTRODUCTION  

Dear Learners this is the Block 1 of the Course two of the Certificate in 

Persian Language Programme. This Blok Contains following six Units: 

Unit 1: Conversation between Mother and Child: This unit aims at 

familiarizing you with some common words and sentences used in 

conversation between mother and child, brother and sister and two friends. 

Unit 2: Conversation in the Market: In this uinit two conversations have 

been included, conversation with a Barber and conversation with a Tailor. In 

both the conversations an attempt has been made to make you familiar with 

some common expressions. 

Unit 3: Conversation with Family Member:  The main objective of this 

unit is to make you familiar with some common words and sentences and 

expressions used in conversation with different family members. 

Unit 4: Conversation among Friends: The main aim of this unit is to make 

you familiar with the simple conservation that takes place among friends. 

Besides this the unit will provide you with the vocabularies and expressions 

of situational conversation. 

Unit 5: Conversation at Stationary Shop: This unit is to enable you to have 

a conversation in a stationary shop for buying a number of essential items for 

your study. 

Unit 6: Conversatiopn in the Fruit Market: This unit has been designed to 

familiarize you with the situation based conversation between a buyer and 

seller in the fruit market. The main aim of this unit is to help you learn a good 

number of words and expressions in Persian related to the fruit market. 
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Conversation between 

Mother and Child UNIT 1 CONVERSATION BETWEEN 

MOTHER AND CHILD  !"#$% &'( 

)*+,#% -,./   (mokaaleme beyne 

maadar va kudak) 

Structure  

1.0   Objectives 

1.1   Introduction 

1.2   Vocabulary 

1.3   Conversation  

1.4   Exercise-1 

1.5   Exercise -2 

1.0  OBJECTIVES 

The following unit aims at familiarizing you with some common words and 

sentences used between mother and child, brother and sister and two friends. 

These words and sentences have been chosen very carefully to give you an 

idea about the conversation on the above noted subject. 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

You often need to talk to your mother in connection with the need of day to 

day life in your family. Some time you need to talk to your mother on the 

specific subject relating to your academic activities, your teacher, classmates 

and academic activities of your School too. In Persian, like many other 

important languages of the world, there are a variety of expressions to convey 

the meaning, emotions & feelings. In this unit we will try our best to make 

you familiar with these common expressions. 

1.2 VOCABULARY  

Let us start with memorizing words you will come across in this unit. 

Meaning Transliteration Words 

Vocabulary zakhirah-e alfaz 0#1"2*34&5*6 

Word Lafz 71" 

Meaning Mani 89:% 

Greetings Tabrikat ;*#$<4=> 

And Va ) 

Introduction Moarrafi 8?4:% 

Conversation Guftagu, 

mokalemah 
*.@A1B / !"#$%  
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Listening and 

Speaking-I 

Between Miyaan C#&% 

Mother Maadar +,#% 

Child Bachcheh  D' 

Children Bachcheha  D' #E  

Brother Brathar +,24' 

Sister Khaahar 4E2.5 

Two Do ), 

Morning Sobh F=G 

Good morning sobh bakhair 4&5* '*F=G 

Son  Pesar 4HI 

My dear Azizam JK<KL 

How Chetor +.MN 

You are Hasti 8AHE  

I Man (% 

Well Khub O.5 

I am  hastam PAHE 

Thank you Mutashakkeram $QA%J4  

You (plural) Shomaa #!R 

You are Hastid S&AHE 

Also Ham PE 

Very Khaili 8T&5 

I am thankful Mamnunam PU.9!% 

Night  Shab VR 

Why Chera 24N 

Wind / Weather Hawa 2.E 

Sleep Khaab / khab O2.5 

Yes Bale  T' 

Today Imroz W)4%2 

Late Deer 4<, 

To go Raftan +(A?  

Half Neem P&U 

Lesson Dars X+, 
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Conversation between 

Mother and Child To read Khowandan / 

khandan 
CSU2.5 

Home work Taklif-e shab VR*Y&T$> 

Tooth Dandan C2SU, 

Face Surat ;+.G 

Hand Dast Z[, 

Water Aab O\ 

Soap Sabun C.'#G 

Towel Huleh  ".] 

Dress Lebas X#=" 

Break fast Subhaneh  U#^=G 

School Dabistan C#AH', 

After Pas _I 

To return Bargashtan (AQB*4' 

Hello Salam J`[ 

Thirsty Teshneh  9Q> 

Please Lutfan *a#1M" 

What Cheh  N 

To cook / to prepare Durust kardan C*,4/*Z[+, 

Rice Berinj bU4' 

Food / meal Ghaza 2cd 

Hungry Gurusneh  9[4B 

Testy Khushamazah 3K%*e.5 

Market Bazar +2W#' 

Glass / cup Livan C2.&" 

Excuse me Bebakhsheed S&Qf=' 

Unfortunately Mutaassefane  U#1[#A% 

Tomorrow Fardaa 2,4? 

This year / Current year Emsaal g#H%2 

Book Ketaab O#A/ 

Text book Ketaab-e darsi 8[+,*O#A/ 

Persian Farsi 8[+#? 

Science Olum J.TL 
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Listening and 

Speaking-I 

Mathamatics Riyazi 8h#<+
 

Library Ketaab Khaaneh  !"#$ %&  

Class kelaas '(" 

Teacher Aamuzgaar ) *+,-. 

Dirty Kasif /01" 

Solution Hal 23 

To Beh #& 

Classmate Ham kelaas 45 '("  

Father Pedar )67 

House Khaaneh #$8 9 

Store Ambar ) :$; 

No Nakher <0%$ 

There Aanjaa  =$. 

In Dar )> 

Campus Hayat ? 03 

Examination Imtehan @ A!-; 

Where Kojaa  ="B  

Friend Doust CDE> 

Goodbye Khodaa hafiz FG 3;69 

1.3 CONVERSATION-1 (A) BETWEEN MOTHER 

AND CHILD 

(Morning) 

Meaning Transliteration Sentences 

Child: Good 

morning, mother. 
Bachche: Sobh 

bekhair, maadar. 
#H& :8#&8I:J)> -8<09  

Mother: Good 

morning, my dear 

son. 

Maadar: Subah 

bakhair, pesar-e 

azizam. 

)> - :8K<L78<098#&8I:J 

MNONP 

Mother: How are 

you?  
Maadar: Chetor 

hasti?   
)> - :BQ!L58),RS  

Child: I am well 

mother. Thank you! 

How are you? 

Bachche: Man 

khub hastam 

maadar. 

Mutashakkeram. 

Shomaa chetor 

#H& :)> -84!L58T,98U- .

M<VW!-X 8 YZ8),RS

B60!L5 
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Conversation between 

Mother and Child 
hastid? 

Mother: I am also 

fine. Thank you 

very Much. How 

did you spend the 

night 

Maadar: Man ham 

khub hastam. 

Khaili mamnunam. 
Shab chetor 

guzasht? 

)> - :4!L58T,98458U- .

-8Q[094$,\Y .8]Z8),RS

*^ BCZ  

Child: Night was 

not good. 
Bachche: Shab 

khub naguzasht. 
#H& :$8T,98]Z_^CZ.  

Mother: Why? Maadar: Chera? )> - :B;<S  

Child: 

The Weather was 

very hot at night. I 

couldn’t sleep. 

Bachche: Shab 

hawa kheyli garm 

bud. Khaabam 

naburd. 

#H& :8M<*8Q[098;,58]Z

>,&. $84&;,9><:.  

Mother:  Yes, the 

weather was very 

hot. I also couldn’t 

sleep. 

Madher: Bli shab 

hawa kheyli garm 

bud. Khaabam 

ham naburd.  

 )> - :8;,58]Z8Q[&

8458U-8>,&8M<*8Q[09

><:$84&;,9.  

Mother: Why did 

you Get up late 

today? 

 Maadar: Emrouz 

chera dir bidaar 

shodi. 

)> - :8);60&8<O>8;<S8+E<-;

B`6Z 

Child: I went to bed 

very late the last 

night 

Bachche: Shab-e  

guzashtah khaili 

dir beh Khaab 

raftam. 

#H& :*8]Z^ 8Q[098#!Z

4!G)8T;,%&8<O>.  

Mother: Why you 

go to bed late? 
Maadar: Chera 

deer be Khaab 

rafti? 

)> - :8T;,%&8<O>8;<S

8BQ!G) 

Child: I was 

studying till 

midnight. Because 

of this I got up late 

today. 

Bachche: Man ta 

nim shab dars 

mikhandam. Beh 

hamin illat emrouz 

deer bidar shodam. 

#H& :#Y0$8 a8U- 8')>8]Z

Q- M6$;,9.  

8<O>8+E<-;8C[P8U0Y58#&

&M6Z8);60.  

Mother: Brush your 

teeth, wash your 

face and hand with 

soap and water take 

breakfast and go to 

school. 

Maadar: 

DandAanhaa raa 

miswak kun va 

surat va dast-e  

khud raa ba Aab 

va sabun be sho va  

subhaneh beh khur 

va zood be 

dabestaan borow. 

)> -: @;6$> 8b;,L-8 ;)8  5

8>,98CD>8E8c),J8E8U"

8E8,W&8@,& J8E8T.8  &8 ;)

8#&8 >E+8 E8 ),%&8 #$ A:J

E<&8@ !L&>. 
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Listening and 

Speaking-I 

(AFTER RETURNING FROM SCHOOL) 

Child: Hello, 

mother! 
Bachche: Salaam, 

maadar 
#H& :)> -8M(D  

Mother: Good 

morning, my dear 

son. 

Maadar: Salaam, 

pesar-e azizam. 
)> - :MNONP8<L78M(D  

Child: How are 

you?  
Bachche: Shomaa 

chetor hastid? 
#H& :B60!L58),RS8 YZ  

Mother: I am fine. 

Thank you very 

much. How are 

you?  

Maadar: Man khub 

hastam. Kaeyli 

mutashakkeram. To 

chetori? 

)> - :4!L58T,98U- .

M<VW!-8Q[09.  

 YZ B`),RS  

 Child: I am also 

fine. Thank you 

very much. The 

weather is very 

hot outside today. 

I am very thirsty. 

My throat has 

dried. Please give 

me a Glass of 

water. Mother! 

What have you 

prepared for 

lunch?  

Bachche: Man ham 

khub hastam. Kheyli 

mamnunam. Beerun 

hawa kheyli garm ast. 

Man khaili tishneh 

am. Glo-e man khushk 

shodeh ast. Lutfan yak 

liwan Aab bedeheed. 

Maadar! Bra-e nahar 

che dorust kardeheed? 

#H& :4!L58T,98458U- .

4$,\Y-8Q[09.  

8M<*8Q[098;,58@E<0&

CD; .#\Wa8Q[098U- M; .

8d6Z8eW98U-8`,[*

CD; .8@;,0f8eO8g hRf8T.

6056&.  

)> - !8#S8) 5 $8`;<&

B6O;8d><"8CD)> 

Mother: I have 

prepared rice and 

vegetable. I know 

you like rice and 

vegetable. 

Maadar: sabzi palu 

dorust karde am.mee 

danam to brinj va 

sabzi raa dost dari. 

)> - :`N:D ,[7 8CD)>

d><" M;  

Q- `N:D8E8i$<&8,a84$;> 

); `);>8CDE> .  

Child: The food is 

tasty. 
Bachche: Ghaza 

khosh maze hast. 
#H& :CD;8dNYZ,98;8^j.  

Mother: A 

complementary 

phrase used at 

meals 

Maadar: Nush-e jan )> - :8@ k8l,$!  

 (AFTER LUNCH) 

Mother:  How many 

Text books do you 

have this year?  

Maadar: Emsaal 

chand Ketaab-e darsi 

daarid? 

)> - :8T !"86\S8m L-;

B6O);>8QD)> 

Child: This year we 

have four Text 

books: Persian, 

theology, science 

and Mathematics. 

Bachche: Emsaal maa 

chahar Ketaab-e darsi 

dareem: farsi, talimate 

dini, olum va riyazi.  

#H& :8 -8m L-;8) nS

4O);>8QD)>8T !" :

QD) G- Q\O>8c Y0[oa- 

Qp O)8E8M,[P.  
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Conversation between 

Mother and Child Mother: What did 

you read in the class 

today? 

Maadar: Emrouz dar 

kelaas cheh 

khandeed? 

)> - :8#S8'("8)>8+E<-;

B6O6$;,9 

Child:  The teacher 

taught Persian today 

in the class. 

Bachche: Emrouz 

Aamozgar faarsi dars 

daad. 

#H& :8) *+,-.8+E<-;

>;>8')>8QD) G.  

Mother: Take care! 

Study well. 
Maadar: Mowazib 

baash! Khub dars 

bekhan. 

)> - :l &8]q;,-!  

@;,%&8')>8T,9.  

Child: Ok, all  right 

(a polite word of 

obedience) 

Bachche: Chashm! #H& :84WS!  

 

1.4 EXERCISE-1 

Match the following words and pronounce them loudly. You have learnt 

these words in the beginning of this unit. Try to repeat them several times so 

that you become completely familiar with them. 

Meaning Words 

Brother @ A!-; 

Mother @ $ 

Today @ !L&> 

Night <L7 

Friend T !" 

Book CDE> 

Son ]Z 

School +E<-; 

Bread )> - 

Examination )>;<& 

1.5  EXERCISE-2 

Request your teacher or counselor to read the following sentences 

loudly.Listen them carefully and try to follow the pronunciation properly. 

You also read them loudly. 

CD;8CL78d);>;86\-) "8`> 5.  

CD;8r0s8>8E8M;).8`><-8E;.  
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Listening and 

Speaking-I 
CD;8) ";6G8`)678E8);> GE8`<5,Z8`> 5.  

CD;84O<-8l<LY58M $.  

CD;8@ !L&>8M,D8'("84[o-84O<-.  

CD;8@ &<n-8`<LY58E8+,Lf>8`)> -8E;.  

6$);>8<L78eO8`> 58E84O<-.  

CD;8U0-;8E;8M $.  

8458<!9>8eO8`> 58E84O<-6$);>.  

CD;8U0n-8E;8M $.  
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Conversation in the 

Market UNIT 2 CONVERSATION IN THE 

MARKET !"#$% &%'()#*+  (Mokaalme 

dar baazar) CONVERSATION WITH 

THE BARBER / HAIRDRESSER  

 !" #$%&'($)*+,-  (goftagu baa 

aarayashgar)  CONVERSATION 

WITH THE TAILOR  #$%&'!" .!/0  

(goftagu baa khayyat) 

Structure  

2.0   Objectives 

2.1   Introduction 

2.2   Vocabulary 

2.3   Conversation-1 

2.4   Conversation-2 

2.5   Exercise-1 

2.6   Exercise-2 

2.0 OBJECTIVES 

The following unit aims at familiarizing you with some common words and 

sentences used between the barber and the customer and the tailor and the 

customer. These words and sentences have been chosen very carefully to give 

you an idea about the conversation on the above noted subject. 

2.1 INTRODUCTION  

You often need to talk to the barber and the tailor in connection with the need 

of your day to day life. Some time you need to talk to them for stitching your 

cloth and cutting your hair. In Persian, like many other important languages 

of the world, there are a variety of expressions to convey the meaning, 

emotions & feelings. In this unit we will try our best to make you familiar 

with these common expressions. 

2.2  VOCABULARY 

Let us start with memorizing words you will come across in this unit. 

Meaning Transliteration Words 

Salon / Barbers shop Salmani, Aaraishgah  !"#$%& /'()*+,-#  

Barber / Hair dresser Aaraishgar .'()*+, 

Customer Moshtari /.0(1 
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Listening and 

Speaking-I 
Welcome Khosh Aamadid 2)21, 345 

Hundred sad 26 

Eleven Yaazdah -78#) 

Costly geran 9*.: 

Now Hala ;#< 

Chair Sandali !=2>6 

Hair moo 41 

Mirror Aayne ?>), 

Left Chap @A 

Tailoring Khayati / darzigari  !B#C5 /7+/.')8  

Help Komak D$E 

Shirt piraahan  FG*.CH 

Trouser Shalwar +*4%I 

To stich Dukhtan F05J7 

Happy Khushhal K#LI45 

Satisfied mutmain FM$N1 

Complaint Shikayat O)#PI 

Fame Shohrat Q.RI 

Neighbor Hamsaaye ?)#S$G 

Recommend Tausiyah ?C6 4T 

Cloth Jaame / Lebaas ?1#U  /V#W=  

Need Ehtiyaj X#C0<* 

2.3 CONVERSATION-1 CONVERSATION WITH 

THE BARBER/HAIRDRESSER 

Meaning Transliteration Sentence 

Customer: Hello Moshtari: salaam! /.0(1 :YZ&  

Barber: Hello Aaraishgar: salaam! .'()*+, :YZ&  

Customer: Are 

you Mr. Hamid, 

the famous barber 

Mushtari: aayaa Shomaa 

Aaqa-e Hamid, 

Aaraishgar-e marufe in 

2C$< /#[, #$I #),\  

 F)* ]J.^1 .'()*+,
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Conversation in the 

Market 
of this city? shahr, hastid? _2C0SG .RI 

Barber: Yes sir, I 

am Hamid. 
Aaraishgar: bale Aaqaa, 

man Hamid hastam. 
.'()*+, : #[, !%`!  

a0SG 2C$< F1 

Barber: Welcome.  Aaraishgar: Khush 

Aamadeed. 
.'()*+, :2)21, 345  

Customer: Thank 

you. 
Mushtari: mutashakkeram.  /.0(1 :Y.P(01  

Customer: I want 

to get my hair cut 

beautifully. 

Mushtari: man mikhaham 

mo-e khudam raa beh tarze 

zibaie Aaraish beh konam. 

/.0(1 :!1 F1  aG*45

745 /41Y ` *+ ? 8.B

)#W)8! a>P` b)*+,  

Barber: Please 

come. 
Aaraishgar: tashrif 

beyawarid. 
.'()*+, : c).(T

2)+J#C` 

Customer: How 

much is the fee of 

hair cutting? 

Mushtari: Hazen-e  

Aaraishgari cheqadar ast? 
/.0(1 : ?>)dG

_O&* +2eA /.'()*+, 

Barber: Rs. eleven 

only. 
Aaraishgar: faqat Yaazdah 

rupiye. 
.'()*+, : -78#) feg

HJ+?C  

Customer: It is 

very costly. 
Mushtari: khaili gran ast. /.0(1 : 9*.: !%C5

O&*.  

Barber: Give Rs. 

Ten only. 
Aaraishgar: dah rupiye 

bedeheed. 
.'()*+, :2CG2` ?HJ+ -7  

Customer: Now it 

is o.k. 
Mushtari: haalaa khub ast.  /.0(1 :O&* h45 ;#<  

Barber: Please sit 

on the big and 

clean chair.  

Aaraishgar: lutfan ro-e 

sandalie bozorg va tamiz 

beneshineed. 

.'()*+, : /J+ i#jN=

$T J k+d` !=2>6 dC

2C>C(>`.  

Customer: Please 

shorten the hair. 
Moshtari: Bebakhsheed 

mo raa kutah bekunid. 
/.0(1 :2C(lW`  *+ 41

2C>P` -#T4E 

Barber: O.k. Aaraishgar: chashm. .'()*+, :a(A  

Customer: Please 

bring the mirror. 
Moshtari: lutfan Aayeneh 

beyawrid. 
/.0(1 :, i#jN= ?>C)

2)+J#C` 

Barber: Please 

look at the left 

side hair.  

Aaraishgar: lutfan mo-e 

tarafe chap raa negaah be 

kunid. 

.'()*+, : /41 i#jN=

2C>P` -#'" *+ @A ].B 

Customer: The left 

side hair is still a 

little bit longer. 

Moshtari: mo-e tarafe chap 

yek kami deraz ast. 
/.0(1 : @A ].B /41

8*+7 !$E D) O&*  
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Listening and 

Speaking-I 
Barber: Please 

wait a little bit. I’ll 

shorten it right  

Now. 

Aaraishgar: yek lehze Sabr 

konid.alaan dorost 

mikunam. 

.'()*+, : ?mL= D)

2C>E.W6 

 9;*O&+7 !1 a>E  

Customer: Now it 

is better. 
Moshtari: haalaa behtar 

shod.  
/.0(1 :2I .0R` ;#<  

Customer: 

Thanks! 
Moshtari: mutashakkeram. /.0(1 :Y.P(01  

Barber: Please 

come again. 
Aaraishgar: bare digar 

ham tashrif beyawarid. 
.'()*+, :.')7 +#` aG 

2)+J#C` c).(T 

Customer: Good 

bye. 
Moshtari: Khodaa hafiz. /.0(1 :ng#< *25  

Barber: Good bye. Aaraishgar: Khodaa 

negehdaar. 
.'()*+, : *25+*2R'"  

2.4  CONVERSATION-2  CONVERSATION WITH 

THE TAILOR 

Meaning Transliteration Sentence 

Customer: Hello! Moshtari: salaam! /.0(1 :YZ&  

Tailor: Hello! Khayyat: salaam! B#C5 :YZ&  

Customer: I want 

to get paint and a 

shirt stitched. 

Moshtari: man mikhaham 

qmis va shalwar brae dokhtan 

bedeham. 

/.0(1 : F1

!1  aG*45V#W=  J

 F05J7 /*.` +*4%I

aG2`.  

Tailor: O.k., I am 

ready. 
Khayyat: chashm. B#C5 :a(A  

Customer: Do you 

stitch well and 

beautifully? 

Moshtari: aayaa Shomaa 

khub va betarze ziba-e  

midozeed? 

/.0(1 : h45 #$I #),

 /#W)8 8.N` J

!1 _2)8J7  

Tailor: Yes sir, I 

stitch very well and 

beautifully. 

Khayyat: bale Aaqaa, man 

kheyli khub va be-tarze zibai 

midozam. 

B#C5 : #[, ?%` ! F1

 8.N` J h45 !%C5

!1 /#W)8 J7Y8 .  

Customer: When 

will you return the 

dress? 

Moshtari: lebaas taa key 

aamade mishawad? 
/.0(1 :V#W=  !E #T

!1 -7#1, _74I  

Tailor: When do 

you need? 
Khayyat: Shomaa Kay ehtiyaj 

daarid? 
 !E #$I _ B#C5

_2)+*7 X#C0<* 
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Conversation in the 

Market Customer: I need 

the dress on the 

occasion of 

Naurooz. 

Moshtari: bemoqae Eid-e  

Nawruz ehtiyaj daaram. 
/.0(1 :` ? 2Co p[41

Y+*7 X#C0<* 8J+4".  

Tailor: I will return 

the dress on the 

occasion of 

Naurooz. 

Khyyat: lebas qabl az Eid-e 

Nawruz aamade mishawad. 
B#C5 : V#W=8* qW[ 

 8J+4" 2Co -7#1,

!1 74I .  

Customer: How 

much is the 

stitching fee? 

Moshtari: ujrate khayaati 

cheqadar ast? 
/.0(1 :Q.U* 

 !B#C5_O&* +2eA  

Tailor: Rs. Five 

hundred only. 
Khayyat: faqat panj sad 

rupiye. 
B#C5 : 26 r>H feg

J+CH?.  

Customer: Thanks. Moshtari: motashakkeram. /.0(1 :Y.P(01  

Customer: Good 

bye. 
Moshtari: khodaa Haafez /.0(1 :ng#< *25  

Tailor: Good bye. Khayyat: Khodaa hafiz B#C5 : ng#< *25  

2.5 EXERCISE-1 

In this exercise you will learn some important grammatical items used at the 

end of the verb / word on the basis of the subject of the sentence. Fill in the 

blanks with the suitable words given below:  

2C$< /#[, #$I #), .............  

2C$< F1 !%`..............  

!1 F1  ..............745 /41Y a>P` b)*+, !)#W)8 8.N` *+.  

 -#T4E *+ a)41 i#jN=...................  

 ?>C), i#jN=..................  

 

2C0SG 2)+J#C` a0SG aG*45 2C>P` 

2.6  EXERCISE-2 

Match the following words and pronounce them loudly. You have learnt 

these words in the beginning of this unit. Try to repeat them several times so 

that you become completely familiar with them. 

Meaning Words 

Welcome /.0(1 

Hair X#C0<* 
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Chair ?1#U 

Mirror ?)#S$G 

Paint K#LI45 

Happy +*4%I 

Neighbor ?>C), 

Cloth 41 

Need !=2>6 

Customer 2)21, 345 
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Family Members UNIT 3 CONVERSATION WITH FAMILY 

 ! "!#$ %&'()*+,-&./0%1/23-%/4  

(Goftagu baa aa’zaaye khaanwaade)  

Structure  

3.0   Objectives 

3.1   Introduction 

3.2    Vocabulary 

3.3    Conversation-1 

3.4    Exercise-1 

3.5    Exercise-2 

3.0 OBJECTIVES 

The following unit aims at familiarizing you with some common words and 

sentences used in conversation with family members. These words and 

sentences have been chosen very carefully to give you an idea about the 

conversation on the above noted subject. 

3.1  INTRODUCTION 

You often need to talk to family members in connection with the need of 

your daily life. Some time you need to talk to them for your food. In Persian, 

like many other important languages of the world, there are a variety of 

expressions to convey the meaning, emotions & feelings. In this unit we will 

try our best to make you familiar with these common expressions. 

3.2 VOCABULARY 

Let us start with memorizing words you will come across in this unit. 

Meaning Transliteration Words 

Dinner shaam  !" 

Restaurant resturaan #$%&'(% 

Employee kaarmand )*+%!, 

Post office Edaar-e post -./01%$2$ 

Husband Showhar 34&" 

Faithful Wafaadaar %$2!56 

Spouse (husband / wife) Hamsar 3.74 

Teacher moallim 89:+ 

School Dabistaan #!'.;2 
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Kind meharbaan #!;3<+ 

Curious kunjkaw 6!=>*, 

Student shaagird 23?!" 

Family khanwadeh 1%$&@!A 

House Khaane 0B@!A 

Of course albatte B'CD$ 

Waiter peshkhedmat -+)EFG/ 

Tasty khoshmazeh 1H7"&A 

Food ghezaa IJ$  

A complementary 

phrase used at meals. 
Nush-e jan #!K0L&@ 

Bill Surat-e hesab 0MN%&O P!.Q  

Good bye Khodaa negaahdar %$)<R@0$)A 

Sir Aaqa !ST 

Good night Shab bakhair 3GE;0U" 

Ok, all right(a polite 

word of obedience 
chashm 8FV 

3.3 CONVERSATION-1 WITH THE FAMILY 

MEMBERS (AT HOUSE)  

Meaning Transliteration Sentence 

Haadi: What is the 

menu of today’s 

dinner, Maryam? 

Haadi: Maryam emshab 

shaam chee dareem? 
W2!4 :0 !"0UF+$08X3+

Y8X%$20ZV 

Maryam: I have not 

prepared anything 

yet. I had a lot of 

work today. Now I 

am going to cook 

diner. 

Maryam: Hanuz hich 

chiz dorost nakarde 

am.Man emruz khaili 

kar dashteem.Hala mee 

rawam shaam dorost 

konam. 

8X3+ :HGV0[G40\&*4W 

123=@0-(%2  $.  

0%!,0Z9GA0\63+$0]+

8'"$2.  

Z+0^!Q  6% 0-(%20 !"

8*,. 

Haadi: No my dear, it 

has been a hard day 

for you. You must be 

tired. We will go to 

restaurant for diner. 

Haadi: Nah azizam, to 

emruz kheyli kar kardi. 

Khaste shodi. Maa mee 

rawim be restaurant 

shaam be-khorim. 

W2!4 : HXH_0B@ .0&`

0%!,0Z9GA0\63+$

W23,.W)"0B'.A. 0!+

Z+ 0#$%&'(%0B;08X6%

8X%&E;0 !". 

Maryam: The Maryam: Resturan 8X3+ :0aD&/0#$%&'(%
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restaurant is very 

costly. 
poolash kheyli ziyaad 

mee shawad. 
Z9GA 2!Xb Z+ 2&".  

Haadi: No, is not 

important. It is all 

right. 

Haadi: Na, mohim nist W2!4 :-.G@08<+0B@.  

Maryam: O.k. what 

time should we go? 
Maryam: Basheh, che 

saati mee rawim? 
8X3+ :0-_!(0BV0B"!;

Z+ Y8X6%  

Haadi: At half past 

seven. 
Haadi: Sa, at-e  haft va 

neem. 
W2!4 :060-c40-_!(

8G@ 

Ramin: Father! I will 

also accompany you. 
Ramin: Baba! Man ham 

ba Shomaa mee aayam. 
]G+$% :0!;0!; !0!;0840]+

Z+0!7" 8XT.  

Haadi: Of course my 

dear son, you will 

also accompany us. 

Haadi: Albatte pesar-a 

azeezum, to ham ba ma 

mee rawi. 

W2!4 :3./0B'CD$ HXH_ .

Z+0!+0!;0840&` W6%.  

Maryam: Dear Hadi! 

Which restaurant are 

we going? 

Maryam: Hadi jan! 

Kodaam restauran mee 

rawim? 

8X3+ :#!K0W2!4 !0 $),

Z+0#$%&'(%  Y8X6%  

Haadi: Gulshan 

restaurant. 
Haadi: Resturan-e 

Gulshan. 
W2!4:]F9?0#$%&'(%  

(IN THE CAR ON THE WAY TO THE RESTAURANT) 

Ramin: Father! I will 

sit on the front seat. 
Ramin: Baba Man jelo 

mee nashinam. 
]G+$% :0!;0!; !0&9K0]+

Z+ 8*GF@  

Haadi: No my dear son, 

mother will sit on the 

front seat. 

Haadi: Na pesar jann, 

maman jelo mee 

nashinad. 

W2!4 :#!K03./0B@ !

Z+0&9K0#!+!+ )*GF@.  

Ramin: Ok , it’s all 

right 
 Ramin: Chashm ]G+$% :8FV  

 (IN THE RESTAURANT) 

Waiter: Welcome. 

Please come. 
Peeshkhedmat: Khush 

Aamadeed.Be 

farmayed. 

-+)EFG/ :0)X)+T0L&A

!+3c;)GX.  

Waiter: Excuse me sir, 

what would you like to 

eat? 

Peeshkhedmat: 

Bebakhsheed qurbaan! 

Che meel daarid? 

-+)EFG/ :0)GFEC;

0#!;3S!  

Y)X%$20dG+0BV 

Haadi: Please bring 

two kababs, three 

plates of rice, one fried 

chicken & one soup. 

Haadi: Lutfan, dota 

kabab, yak soup, yak 

murg-e brishteh va seh 

ta berenj byawareed. 

W2!4 :P!C,0!`0620e!cfDg 

h&(0iXX0g0BI3+0i

0j@3;0!`0B(060B'"3;

)X%6!G; .  

Waiter: Thanks Peeshkhedmat: 

Mutashakkeram. 
-+)EFG/ : 3=F'+.  
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Haadi: My food is 

tasty. 
Haadi: Ghaza-e man 

khush maze ast. 
W2!4 :IJ$0MW 0]+

7"&A-($01H.  

Maryam: My food is 

also good. 
Maryam: Maale man 

ham khub ast. 
8X3+ :0Mk!+ A0840]+P& 

-($ .  

 Ramin: Father, My 

food is also good. 
Ramin: Baba! Maale 

man ham khub ast. 
]G+$% :0Mk!+0!;0!; 0840]+

&AP -($ .  

Haadi: A 

complementary phrase 

used at meals.  

Haadi: Nush-e jan W2!4 :0#!K0L&@!  

Haadi: Please bring the 

bill. 
Haadi: Aaqa! Lutfan 

surat-e  hesaab-e  ma 

raa beyawareed. 

W2!4 :0N%&O0e!cfD0!ST

0MP!.Q )X%6!G;0$%0!+.  

Haadi: Please take it, 

goodbye. 
Haadi: Befarmaayeed, 

Khodaa negaahdar. 
W2!4 :!+3c;X)G. 0$)A

l5!Q.  

 Waiter: Goodnight, 

goodbye.  
Peeshkhedmat: Shab 

bekhair, Khodaa 

negaahdar. 

-+)EFG/ :3GE;0U" .  

%$)<R@0$)A.  

3.4  EXERCISE-1 

In this exercise you will be able to makes simple sentences in Persian 

language. Now make sentences with the following words and read them 

loudly again and again so that in this process your pronunciation will be 

perfect.  

Sentences Words 

 %!?\&+T 

 B@!A0-./ 

 B@!A 

 $JI 

 #!'.;2 

 P!.Q0N%&O 

 B'CD$ 

 12$&@!A 

 #!;3<+ 

 34&" 
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Family Members 3.5  EXERCISE-2 

Request your teacher or counselor to read the following sentences loudly. 

Listen them carefully and try to follow the pronunciation properly. You also 

read them loudly. 

-($0#!'.;20k6$0mn,023?!"0602%$20k!(0a"0]G+$%.  

12$&@!A0!<@T W$ )*'.40-EC"&A.  

Z+0-S20!;0$%0m%20]G+$% )@$&A.  

1&G+06$ 0iFA0W!42%$20-(620Z9GA0$%.  

Z+0B(%)+0B;0-S603(0\6%03406$ 26%.  

Z+0%$)G;0P$&A0\$026\0oCO06$ 2&".  

 #$)@2 Z+0p$&.+0$%0!4 )*,.  

Z+0B@!qCO06 2%&A.  

Z+0#!'.;20B;02&A0-(620!;0B@!qCO0\$0r/ 26%.  
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UNIT 4 CONVERSATION AMONG 

FRIENDS  !"#$%&'$()*+ '$,&    (Mokaalme 

miyane doostaan) 

Structure 

4.0 Objectives 

4.1 Introduction 

4.2 Revision 

4.3 New words 

4.4 Conversation 

4.5 Exercise-1 

4.6 Exercise-2 

4.7 Exercise-3 

4.8 Exercise-4 

4.9 Exercise-5 

4.10 Exercise-6  

4.0  OBJECTIVES 

The objective of this unit is to make you acquaintance with the simple 

conservation that takes place among friends. Besides this the unit will 

provide you the vocabularies and expressions of situational conversation. 

4.1  INTRODUCTION  

In each unit, an attempt has been to teach you new expressions and 

vocabularies used in the common situational conversational in Persian. As 

mentioned in the earlier units, we have selected certain situation for the 

conversation. However, the conversation has dealt with day to day life 

expressions and has been conducted in an easy and simple manner. In this 

unit, the conversation will take place among the friends. The new words have 

been added in order to help you grasp the text of the conversation. 

Let us start with a quick revision of some Persian words that you have learnt 

in the previous unit. 

4.2  REVISION 

Meaning Transliteration Words 

Dinner shaam -$. 

Restaurant resturaan  !"#$%" 

Employee kaarmand &'(")* 

Post office Edaar-e post +,-./"!0! 
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Frieds Husband Showhar 12#3 

Faithful Wafaadaar "!0)45 

Spouse (husband / 

wife) 
Hamsar 1,62 

Teacher moallim 789( 

School / Middle School Dabistaan :01; )$%  

Kind meharbaan  ):1<( 

Curious kunjkaw 5)=>'* 

Student shaagird 01?)3 

Family khanwadeh /"!#@)A 

House Khaane .B@)A 

Of course albatte B$CD! 

Waiter peshkhedmat +(&EF;- 

Tasty khoshmazeh /G63#A 

Food ghezaa HI!  

4.3  NEW WORDS 

English Transliteration Persian 

School Middle School  Madarse / Dabestaan  .B%"&(/ . )$%1;:0 

Name  Naam  J)@ 

Dress  Lebaas  K)CD 

Color  Rang  L@" 

Shoes  Kafsh  MN* 

Bag  Keef  O;* 

Book  Ketaab  P)$* 

Hello  Salaam  JQ% 

Welcome  Khosh Aamdeed  &R&(S.T#A 

Where  Koja  .)>* 

When  Ky  U*  

Days  Ruz  .V5" 
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Night  Shab  .W3 

Breakfast  Subhane  .B@)XCY 

To sleep Khabeedan  . &;:!#A 

To read  Khandan  . &@!#A 

To go  Raftan  .Z$4" 

To play  Baazi kardan   01*.[V): 

To live  Zendagi kardan  . 01*.U?&@V 

Preparation  Tahiya  .B;<\ 

Angry  Khashmgeen  .Z;]6FA 

Happy  Khosh Haal .^)_.T#A 

Only  Faqat / tanhaa  .`a4 /)<'\  

Your hand  Dast-e shomaa  .)63.b+%0 

Your dress  Lebas-e shomaa  .)63.bK)CD 

Programme  Barnaame  .B()@.1: 

Nothing  Hich chiz  .G;c.d;2 

Do not worry  Nigran Nabash  C@. !1]@T) 

Near  Nazd / nazdeek  .0G@ /eR0G@  

Far  Dur  ."50 

Today  Emrouz  .V51(! 

Tomorrow  Fardaa  .!014 

Food  Ghaza  .!IH 

Fruit  Meeweh  ./#;( 

Sincere  Bi riya / saadiq  .)R".U: /f0)Y  

To talk  Guftagu kardan   01*.#]$N? 

Let us talk Beuyeem  7R#]: 

To go  Raftan  Z$4" 

Let us go Berawim  7R51: 

Will you help me? Aayaa Shomaa kumakam 

mikunid? 
U(.7=6*.)63.)RS g&;'*  

Sure / off course  Albatte  B$CD!!  
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Frieds Thank you so much  Khaile mutashakkeram  J1=F$(.U8;A 

If you do not mind! Agar eshkaali nadaarad UD)=3!.1?! 0"!&@  

4.4  CONVERSATION  

English Transliteartion Persian 

Ali: Hello, good 

morning! 
 Ali: Salaam , subh 

bekhair  
U8h :JQ% !1;E:.iCY.  

Maheen: Good 

morning,  How are 

you? 

 Maheen: Subh 

bekhair! shomaa chetor 

hastid?  

Z;<( :1;E:.iCY !.)63

g&;$,2."#jc 

Ali: I am fine, thank 

you. 
 Ali: Man khubam, 

mutashakkeram. 
U8h :7:#A.Z( .J1=F$(.  

Ali: I hope you will 

also be good. 
 Ali: Ummeed waram 

shomaa ham khub 

bashid. 

U8h :.72.)63.J"!5.&;(!

&;3):.P#A.  

Maheen: Today is 

Sunday and it’s a 

holiday. 

 Maheen: Emrouz yek 

shanbe ast wa in ruz-e 

tatil ast. 

Z;<( :.BC'3.eR.V51(!

.k;j9\.bV5".ZR!.5.+%!

+%!.  

Ali: What is your 

programme today? 
 Ali: shomaa emrouz 

che barname daarid? 
U8h :.Bc.V51(!.)63

g&R"!0.B()@1: 

Maheen: I do not 

have any programme. 
 Maheen: Man hich 

barname nadaaram. 
Z;<( :.B()@1:.d;2.Z(

J"!&@.  

Ali: Would you like 

a walk? 
AAayaa Shomaa 

gardesh raa doust 

daarid? 

U8h :.!".T01?.)63.)RS

g&R"!0.+%50 

Maheen: Yes, with 

great pleasure. 
 Maheen: bale, baa 

lazzat-e buzurg. 
Z;<( :U8: !k;(.^)6*.):.  

Ali: The weather is 

cold today 
 Ali: emruz hawa sard 

ast. 
U8h :.01%.!#2.V51(!

+%!.  

Maheen: Don’t 

worry let us go from 

this road. 

 Maheen: Mohim nist, 

az in raah berawim. 
Z;<( :+,;@.7<(. .ZR!.V!

7R51:./!".  

Ali: This road is 

good for walk. 
 Ali: In jaadeh braai rah 

raftan khub ast. 
hU8 :./!".[!1:./0)l.ZR!

+%!.P#A.Z$4".  

Maheen: Walking is 

good for health. 
 Maheen: gardesh braai 

salamati khub ast. 
Z;<( :.[!1:.T01?

+%!.P#A.U$(Q%.  

Ali: I want your book 

today. 
 Ali: Man emruz 

Ketaabe shomaa raa 

mikhaham.  

U8h :.P)$*.V51(!.Z(

U(.!".)63 2!#A7.  
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Maheen: When you 

will return it to me? 
 Maheen: shomaa kai 

Ketaab-e  man raa bar 

migardanid? 

Z;<( :.Z(.P)$*.U*.)63

U(1:.!" g&;@!01?  

Ali: Tomorrow  Ali: Fardaa U8h :.!014  

Maheen: Ok  Maheen: Bale. Z;<( :.U8:  

Maheen: Which book 

do you want? 
 Maheen: shomaa 

Kodaam ketaab raa 

mikhaheed? 

Z;<( :.!".P)$*.J!&*.)63

U( g&;2!#A  

Ali: I want the 

history book. 
 Ali: Man ketaab-e  

taarikh raa mikhaham. 
U8h :.!".mR")\.P)$*.Z(

U( 72!#A.  

Ali: Do you like to 

watch the film? 
 Ali: aayaa shomaa film 

raa doust daarid? 
U8h: .!".78;4.)63.)RS

g&R"!0.+%50 

Maheen: Yes I like 

watching film very 

much. 

Maheen: Man 

tamashaia film raa 

khaile doust daaram. 

Z;<( :.!".78;4.[)3)6\.Z(

J"!0.+%50.U8;A.  

Maheen: Tell me at 

what time we will go 

to watch the film? 

 Maheen: Be man begu 

che saeti miraweem 

braai didan film? 

Z;<( :.Bc.#]:.Z(.B:

U(.U$h)% .[!1:.7R5"

g78;4. &R0 

Ali: We will go to 

watch the film at 5 

pm. 

 Ali: Maa braai didan 

film saet panj mirawim. 
U8h :.78;4. &R0.[!1:.)(

U(.n'-.+h)% 7R5".  

Ali: I have come to 

know that regal 

cinema is 

showcasing a good 

movie. 

 Ali: Man shanide am 

ke cinema regal film 

khubi nishan midahad. 

U8h :/&;'3.Z( .B*.J!

.U:#A.78;4.k]R".[)6';%

U(. )F@ &20.  

Maheen: Now it is 2 

O’ clock, the film 

will start at 4 O’ 

clock. 

 Maheen: haalaa saet-e 

do ast va film saet 

chahar shuru 

mishawad. 

Z;<( :.50.+h)%.o)_

.")<c.+h)%.78;4.5.+%!

U(.p513 0#3.  

Ali: Tell me about 

your new school. 
Ali: Dar barae 

daberistan khud ek 

kami harf bezanid. 

U8h :. )$%1;:0./"):."0

.q1_.U6*.eR.0#A

&;@G:.  

Maheen: I have 

changed my school 

last week. 

 Maheen: Man 

deberistan-e khudum 

raa haft -e guzishta 

awaz kardeh am. 

Z;<( :. )$%1;:0.Z(

.B$3I?.r$N2.!".J0#A

/01*.s#h J! . 

Maheen: The name 

of my school is 

Kendriya Vidyalaya. 

Maheen: Naam-e 

Deberistan man 

kendriya vidyalAayaa 

ast. 

Z;<( :.Z(. )$%1;:0.J)@

05.BR"&'*+%!.BD)R.  

Ali: Where is your  Ali: Dar in shehr, U8h :.1<3.ZR!."0
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school located in this 

city? 
Deberistan shomaa 

kuja waqe ast? 
.tu!5.)>*.)63. )$%1;:0

g+%! 

Maheen: My school 

is located at Nehru 

place. 

 Maheen: Deberistan-e 

man dar Nehru place 

waqe ast. 

;<(Z :."0.Z(. )$%1;:0

+%!.tu!5.v;8-.51<@.  

Ali: Do you like your 

new school? 
 Ali: aayaa shomaa 

Deberistan-e nu raa 

doust daarid? 

U8h :. )$%1;:0.)63.)RS

g&R"!0.+%50.!".#@ 

Maheen: Yes I like it.  Maheen: bale, man aan 

raa doust daaram.  
Z;<( :.!". S.Z(.B8:

.+%50J"!0.  

Ali: How many 

teachers does your 

school have?  

 Ali: Debristan-e 

shomaa chand taa ustad 

daarid? 

U8h :.&'c.)63. )$%1;:0

g0"!0.0)$%!.)\ 

Maheen: My school 

has 20 teachers. 
 Maheen: Deberistan-e 

man beest ustad daarad. 
Z;<( :.Z(. )$%1;:0

0"!0.0)$%!.+,;:.  

Maheen: What is 

your father’s name:  
 Maheen: Naam-e 

pedar-e shomaa chist? 
Z;<( :.)63."&-.J)@

g+,;c 

Ali: My father’s 

name is Abbas khan. 
 Ali: Ism-e pedar-e man 

Abbas khan ast. 
U8h :.K)Ch.Z(."&-.7%!

+%!. )A.  

Maheen: What is his 

profession? 
Maheen: Shughle-e ou 

chist? 
Z;<( :g+,;c.5!.kw3  

Ali: He is an 

engineer. 
 Ali: ou yek muhandis 

ast. 
U8h :.K&'<(.eR.5!

+%!.  

Maheen: Now it is 3 

O’ clock, we have 

one more hour. 

 Maheen: haalaa saet-e  

se ast, hanuz maa yek 

saet deegar fursut 

daareem. 

Z;<( :.B%.+h)%.o)_

%!+ ..+h)%.eR.)(.V#'2

7R"!0.+Y141]R0.  

Ali: Do you know 

which movie they are 

screening? 

 Ali: aayaa shomaa 

midaneed ke kudum 

film raa nemayish 

midahand? 

U8h :U(.)63.)RS .&;@!0

.MR)6@.!".78;4.J!&*

U(  g.&'20  

Maheen: No I do not 

know. 
 Maheen: Nakhair, man 

nami daanam. 
Z;<( :1;E@ .U6@.Z( 7@!0.  

Ali: It is the great 

film Lagaan. 
 Ali: In film-e 

arzishmand Lagaan ast. 
U8h :.&'63V"!.78;4.ZR!

+%!. )]D.  

Maheen: Oh! That’s 

great. I like Amir 

khan. 

 Maheen: Aafreen! 

Aafreen! Man Amir 

Khan raa doust daaram. 

Z;<( :ZR14S !ZR14S!  

 .+%50.!". )A1()h.Z(

J"!0.  
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4.5  EXERCISE-1 

Practice the use of I LIKE   +%50 J"!0   (doost daram) in the following 

sentences:  

English Transliteration Persian 

I like winter 

season. 
Man fasl-e  zemestaan raa 

doust daram 
.!". )$,(V.kx4.Z(

J"!0.+%50.  
I like Hindi 

movies. 
Man filmhai hindi raa doust 

daaram. 
78;4.Z( .!".[&'2.[)2

J"!0.+%50 
I like my school. Man deberistan-e  khud raa 

doust daaram. 
.!".!".0#A. )$%1;:0.Z(

J"!0.+%50 
I like your car. Man maashin-e  shomaa raa 

doust daaram. 
+%50.!".)63.Z;3)(.Z( 

J"!0 
I like your shoes. Man kafsh-e  shomaa raa 

doust daaram. 
.+%50.!".)63.MN*.Z(

J"!0 
I like you. Man shomaa raa doust 

daaram. 
J"!0.+%50.!".)63.Z( 

I like your eyes. Man az cheshman-e 

Shomaa khushum miaayud. 
.73#A.)63. )6Fc.V!.Z(

U( &RS.  

4.6  EXERCISE-2 

Practice the use of “I DO NOT LIKE” J"!&@.+%50 (doust nadaaram) in the 

following sentences. 

English Transliteration Persian 

I do not like 

winter season. 
Man fasl-e  zemestaan raa 

doust nadaaram 
.!". )$,(V.kx4.Z(

J"!&@.+%50.  
I do not like 

Hindi movies. 
Man filmhai hindi raa doust 

nadaaram. 
78;4.Z( .!".[&'2.[)2

J"!&@.+%50 
I do not like my 

school. 
Man deberistan-e  khudum 

raa doust nadaaram. 
.!".J0#A. )$%1;:0.Z(

J"!&@.+%50 
I do not like your 

car. 
Man maashin-e  shomaa raa 

doust nadaaram. 
+%50.!".)63.Z;3)(.Z( 

J"!&@ 
I do not like your 

shoes. 
Man kafsh-e  shomaa raa 

doust nadaaram. 
.+%50.!".)63.MN*.Z(

J"!&@ 
I do not like you. Man shomaa raa doust 

nadaaram. 
J"!&@.+%50.!".)63.Z( 

I do not like your 

eyes. 
Man az cheshman-e 

Shomaa khushum nami 

aayud 

)63. )6Fc.V!.Z( .73#A

U6@ &RS.  
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Frieds 4.7  EXERCISE-3 

English Transliteration Persian 

  Do you like 

cinema? 
Aayaa shomaa cinema raa 

doust daarid? 
  .+%50.!".)6';%.)63.)RS

.g&R"!0 
 Yes, I like 

cinema. 
Bale, man cinema raa 

doust daaram. 
  B8: ..+%50.!".)6';%.Z(

J"!0 .  
 

English Transliteration Persian 

  Do you like 

winter season? 
Aayaa shomaa fasl-e  

zemestaan raa doust 

daarid? 

  .!". )$,(V.kx4.)63.)RS

.g&R"!0.+%50 

 Yes, I like the 

winter season. 
Bale, man fasle zemestaan 

raa doust daaram. 
  B8: ..!". )$,(V.kx4.Z(

J"!0.+%50 .  

 

English Transliteration Persian 

  Do you like the 

summer season? 
Aayaa shomaa fasl-e  

tabistan raa doust daarid? 
  .!". )$,:)\.kx4.)63.)RS

.g&R"!0.+%50 

 No, I do not like 

the summer 

season. 

Nakhair, man fasle 

tabistan raa doust 

nadaaram. 

  1;E@ .,:)\.kx4.Z(. )$

J"!&@.+%50.!" .  

 

English Transliteration Persian 

  Do you like my 

school? 
Aayaa shomaa 

Deberistan-e  man raa 

doust daarid? 

.!".Z(. )$%1;:0.)63.)RS

.g&R"!0.+%50 

 No, I do not like 

your school. 
Nakhair, man Deberistan 

shomaa raa doust 

nadaaram. 

  1;E@. .)63. )$%1;:0.Z(

J"!&@.+%50.!" .  

 

English Transliteration Persian 

  Do you like your 

teacher? 
Aayaa shomaa ustad-

e khud raa doust 

daarid? 

  .+%50.!".0#A.0)$%!.)63.)RS

.g&R"!0 

 Yes, I like my 

teacher. 
Bale, man ustad-e 

khud raa doust 

daaram. 

  B8: .$%!.Z(.+%50.!".0#A.0)

J"!0 .  

4.8  EXERCISE-4 

Match the following English sentences with correct Persian expressions:  

English Persian 

I do not like my school.  g&R"!0.+%50.!". )$,:)\.kx4.)63.)RS 
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Speaking-I 

I like your car. J"!&@.+%50.!".)63.7Fc.Z( 

Do you like the summer 

season? 
J"!&@.+%50.!".!".J0#A. )$%1;:0.Z( 

I do not like your eyes. J"!0.+%50.!".)63.Z;3)(.Z( 

My school is located at 

Nehru place. 
: g&R"!0.+%50.!".Z(. )$%1;:0.)63.)RS 

Do you like my school?                      . +%!.tu!5.v;8-.51<@."0.Z(. )$%1;:0 

My school has twenty 

teachers. 
U(.!".P)$*.J!&*.)63 g&;2!#A  

Which book do you want? 0"!0.0)$%!.+,;:.Z(. )$%1;:0 

4.9  EXERCISE-5 

Write the Persian equivalent of following words:  

English Persian 

To go   

To play   

To live   

Preparation   

Angry   

Happy   

Only   

4.10  EXERCISE-6 

Give the English equivalent of following Persian words:  

English Persian 

 T)C@. !1]@ 

 .0G@ /eR0G@ 

 ."50 

 V51(! 

 !014 

 !IH 

 /#;( 
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Conversation at 

Stationary Shop UNIT 5 CONVERSATION AT 

STATIONARY SHOP  !"#$%&'$()*+, -.     

(mokaale dar forushgaah) 

Structure  

5.0 Objectives  

5.1 Introduction  

5.2 Revision 

5.3 New words 

5.4 Conversation  

5.5 Exercise-1 

5.6 Exercise-2 

5.7 Exercise-3 

5.8 Exercise-4 

5.9 Exercise-5  

5.0  OBJECTIVES  

This unit is designed to enable you to have a conversation in a stationary 

shop for buying a number of essential items required for your study. The 

main objective of this unit is to familiarize you with a host of words and 

expressions in Persian. 

5.1  INTRODUCTION  

Stationaries are part and parcel of our daily life and it is required not only for 

the students but also for the teachers and the office staffs as well. The 

conversation that takes place in a stationary shop will help to consolidate 

your learning in Persian language. The learners are expected to know the 

names of some of the basic tools and items needed for reading, writing or 

record keeping. The words and terminologies have been chosen carefully for 

the benefit of the learners. 

5.2  REVISION 

Let us start with quick revision of some Persian words you have learnt in the 

previous unit. 

Read the following Persian words loudly. 

Meaning Transliteration Persian Words 

School / Middle School  Madarse / Dabestaan   !/-0&/  1$2/+34. 

Name  Naam  5$6 

Dress  Lebas  7$8# 
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Speaking-I 
Color  Rang  96- 

Shoes  Kafsh  :;< 

Bag  Keef  =3< 

Book  Ketaab  >$2< 

Your dress  Lebas-e shomaa   $") ?7$8# 

Programme  Barnaame   !&$6 +4 

Nothing  Hich chiz   @3A B3C 

Do not worry  Nigran Nabash  D$86 1E+(6 

Near  Nazd / nazdeek   .@6 /FG.@6  

Far  Dur   -*. 

Today  Emrouz   H*+&E 

Tomorrow  Fardaa   E.+, 

5.3  NEW WORDS 

Meaning Transliteration Persian words 

Register  Daftar   +2,. 

Fountain pen Qalm / khodnewis   IJK /LGM6.MN  

Ball pen Khodkaar  -$<.MN 

Pencil  Medad  .E0& 

Call bell Zang-e tamaas  7$"O 96H 

Inkpot  Dawat   PE*. 

Ink  Jauhar  +CMQ 

Color pencil Midad-e rangi  R(6- .E0& 

Persian-English 

dictionary  
Farhange faarsi be Englisi  !4 R/-$, 9SC+,

RT3J(6E 

Ruler  Khat kash  UN :<  

Gum  Chasp  VTA 

Pin  Sanjaq  W$XS/ 

A big table  Meez-e bozurg  Y-@4 ?@3& 

Chair  Sandali  R#0SZ 
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Stationary Shop Shop / store  Forushgah '$()*+, 

Stationary  Lawazim-e tehreer  +G+[O 5HEM# 

Shop keeper  Maghaazedar  'H$\& -E.  

Diary  Daftar-e ruzane  !6EH*- +2,. 

Eraser  Paak kun  ]$^ _<  

Sharpner  Medaad tarash  DE+O .E0& 

Notebook  Daftar-e yad dasht  `)E..$G +2,. 

File  Parwandeh  '06*+^ 

Paper weight   Qaguz Nigehdar  -E0a(6 bc$<  

Pen stand  Jaqulmi  R"JK $Q 

Stapler  Mangane   !S(S& 

Whitener  Safeedger  +d 03;/ 

Stationer  Forushande Lawazim-e tehreer +G+[O 5HEM# 0S)*+, 

5.4  CONVERSATION  

Translation Pronunciation Persian 

Maheen: Hello Salaam  _3a& : 5e/  

Seller: Hello! How 

are You? 
Salam, Shomaa chetorid? '0S)*+, :5e/ . $")

G-MfA0g  

Maheen: I am fine, 

thank you. 
Man khub hastam, 

mutashakkeram. 
_3a& :I2TC >MN _& .

5+%h2&.  

Seller: Welcome. Khush aamdeed. '0S)*+, :0G0&i DMN.  

Maheen: I want two 

pencils, three books 

and one register. 

Man do ta midad, se 

Ketaab va yek daftar 

mikhaham. 

_3a& : j.E0& $O *. _&

 +2,. FG * >$2< !/

R& ICEMN.  

Seller: yes I have 

all items. 
Bale, man hame chizha 

daaram. 
'0S)*+, :RJ4 . !"C _&

5-E. $C@3A.  

Maheen: What is 

the price of one 

pencil? 

Qeemat-e  yek midad 

chand ast? 
_3a& : .E0& FG `"3K

`/E 0SA.  

Seller: Price of one 

pencil is five 

rupees. 

Qeemat-e  yek midad 

panj rupiye ast. 
'0S)*+, : .E0& FG `"3K

`/E !^*- kS^.  
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Maheen: It is very 

costly, I need some 

discount. 

In Besyaar geran ast, 

man yek kami takhfeef 

mikhaham. 

_3a& : 1E+d -$3T4 _GE

`/E . R"< FG _&

R& =3;lO ICEMN.  

Seller: Yes I will 

give you in four 

rupees. 

Bale, man Shomaa raa 

dar chahar rupaye 

khaham daad. 

'0S)*+, :!J4 . E- $") _&

.E. ICEMN !^*- -$aA.  

Maheen: Thank you 

so much! 
Khaile mutashakkeram. _3a& :5+%h2& RJ3N.  

Maheen: I want one 

eraser and one 

whitener for my 

friend. 

Baraye doost-e khudam 

yek paak kun wa sefidgar 

mikhaham. 

_3a& : 5.MN `/*. mE+4

]$^ FG  +d 03;/ * _<

R& ICEMN.  

Seller: Yes I have 

it. 
Bale, man in raa daaram. '0S)*+, :RJ4 . E- _GE _&

5-E..  

Maheen: Do you 

have diary, pin and 

ruler? 

Aayaa Shomaa daftare 

ruzane, sanjaq wa khat 

kash daarid? 

_3a& : +2,. $") $Gi

!6EH*- . * W$XS/

UN g0G-E. :<  

Seller: Yes I have 

all these items. 
Bale, man in hame 

chizha raa daaram. 
'0S)*+, :RJ4 . _GE _&

@3A !"C 5-E. E- $C.  

Maheen: Give three 

pieces each for my 

friend 

Se adad az hame baraye 

doost-e man bedaheed. 
_3a& : !"C HE .0n !/

03C04 _& `/*. mE+4.  

Seller: Do you want 

some other items as 

well? 

AAayaa Shomaa chizhai 

deegar ham mikhahid? 
'0S)*+, : $") $Gi

 IC +(G. m$C@3A

R& g03CEMN  

Maheen: Yes I want 

two files and two 

note books. 

Bale, man do ta 

parwandeh va do taa 

daftar-e yaad dasht 

mikhaham. 

_3a& : * '06*+^ $O *. _&

 `)E..$G +2,. $O *.

R& ICEMN.  

Seller: Madam, 

kindly sit over here 

I am bringing it 

from my store. 

Khanum, lutfan injaaa 

benashineed, man inra az 

forushgah khud 

miaawram. 

'0S)*+, :I6$N . o$;f# 

03S3hS4 $XSGE . E- _GE _&

 .MN '$()*+, HE

R& 5-*i.  

Maheen: Do it fast 

please. 
Lutfan yek kami zood tar 

bekunid. 
_3a& : R"< FG o$;f#

03S%4 +O.*H.  

Seller: Off course Albatte  '0S)*+, :!28#E.  

Maheen: Show me 

the bill! Howmuch 

it is? 

Surat hesaab raa nishan 

bedaheed! In che qadr 

ast? 

_3a& : E- >$Tp P-MZ

03C04 1$h6 ! -0K !A _GE

g`/E 
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Stationary Shop Seller: Yes Madam, 

please have a look 

over it. 

Baaile khanum, bar aan 

yek nigah bekuneed. 
'0S)*+, :I6$N !J4 . 1i +4

03S%4 '$(6 FG.  

Maheen: It is one 

thousand rupees. 
In yek Hezaar rupiye ast. _3a& : -E@C FG _GE

`/E !3^*-.  

Maheen: It is too 

much, I am a 

student. 

In khaili ziyaad ast, man 

danishju hastam. 
_3a& : .$GH RJ3N _GE

`/E .I2TC MXh6E. _&.  

Seller: I will give 

you 10% discount 

because you are a 

student. 

Man shomaa raa deh dar 

sad takhfeef midaham 

chun danishju hastid. 

'0S)*+, : '. E- $") _&

R& =3;lO 0Z -.  IC.

032TC MXh6E. 1MA.  

Maheen: Thank you 

so much. 
Khaili mutashakkeram. _3a& :5+%h2& RJ3N.  

 

5.5  EXERCISE-1 

Translation Pronunciation Persian 

 What do you want? Shomaa che mikhahid?   R& !A $") g03CEMN  

 I want three pencils. Man se taa midad 

mikhaham. 
   .E0& $O !/ _&

R& ICEMN.  

 

Translation Pronunciation Persian 

  What do you want? Shomaa che mikhahid?   R& !A $") g03CEMN  

 I want two inkpots. Man do taa dawat 

mikhaham. 
  *. _&  PE*. $O

R& ICEMN.  

  What do you want? Shomaa che mikhahid?   R& !A $") g03CEMN  

 I want five files. Man panj taa 

parwandeh mikhaham. 
   '06*+^ $O kS^ _&

R& ICEMN.  

  What do you want? Shomaa che mikhahid?   R& !A $") g03CEMN  

 I want one 

notebook. 
Man yek daftar-e yad 

dasht mikhaham. 
   `)E..$G +2,. FG _&

R& ICEMN.  

 

Translation Transliteration Persian 

  What do you want? Shomaa che mikhahid?   R& !A $") g03CEMN  

 I want three whiteners. Man se taa ghalatghir 

mikhaham. 
  UJc $O !/ _&  +3d

R& ICEMN.  
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5.6  EXERCISE-2 

Translation Pronunciation Persian 

What is the cost of one 

pencil? 
Hazine yek midad chi 

ast? 
   .E0& FG !SG@C !A

 `/Eg  

The cost of one pencil is 

three rupees. 
Hazine yek midad se 

rupiye ast. 
   !/ .E0& FG !SG@C

`/E !3^*-.  

 

Translation Pronunciation Persian 

What is the cost of five 

registers? 
Hazine panj daftar 

chiye? 
  g!3A +2,. kS^ !SG@C  

The cost of five 

registers is fifty rupees. 
Hazine panj daftar 

Panjaah rupiye ast. 
   '$XS^ +2,. kS^ !SG@C

`/E !3^*-.  

 

Translation Pronunciation Persian 

What is the cost of one 

eraser? 
Hazine yek pak kun 

cheghadr ast? 
  ]$^ FG !SG@C  _<

g`/E -0qA 

The cost of one eraser is 

four rupees. 
Hazine yek pak kun 

chehar rupiye ast. 
  ]$^ FG !SG@C  _<

`/E !3^*- -$aA.  

 

Translation Pronunciation Persian 

What is the cost of ten 

whiteners? 
Hazine deh ghalatgir 

cheghadr ast? 
  UJc '. !SG@C  +3d

g`/E -0qA 

The cost of ten 

whiteners is hundred 

rupees. 

Hazine deh ghalatgir sad 

rupiye ast. 
   '. !SG@CUJc +3d 

`/E !3^*- 0Z.  

 

Translation  Pronunciation Persian  

What is the cost of one 

diary? 
Hazine yek daftar-e 

ruzane chi ast.? 
   +2,. FG !SG@C

A !6EH*-!  `/Eg  

The cost of one diary is 

thirty five rupees. 
Hazine yek daftar-e 

ruzane see-o- panj rupiye 

ast. 

   +2,. FG !SG@C

 kS^ * R/ !6EH*-

`/E !^*-.  

5.7  EXERCISE-3 

Match the following words with appropriate Persian equivalent:  

English Persian 

Color pencil  +2,. 
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Stationary Shop Persian-English dictionary  LGM6.MN IJK 

Ruler  -$<.MN 

Gum  .E0& 

Pin  7$"O 96H 

A big table  R(6- .E0& 

Chair  RT3J(6E !4 R/-$, 9SC+, 

Register  UN :<  

Fountain pen VTA 

Ball pen W$XS/ 

Pencil  Y-@4 @3& 

Call bell R#0SZ 

5.8  EXERCISE-4 

Make sentences from the following Persian words. 

 -$<.MN 

 VTA 

 .E0& 

 R#0SZ 

 UN :<  

 !6EH*- +2,. 

 ]$^ _<  

 DE+O.E0& 

  +2,.

`)E..$G 

 @3& 

5.9  EXERCISE-5 

Give the meanings of the following Persian words and write it five times in 

the space provided. 

1
st
  2

nd
  3

rd
  4

th
  5

th
  6

th
  English Persian 

   VTA    VTA 
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Speaking-I      $XS/

W 

 W$XS/ 

     @3&

-@4

Y 

   @3&

Y-@4 

#0SZ

m 

      R#0SZ 

  )*+,

$d 

    '$()*+, 

 ]$^ <

1 

     ]$^ _<  

     'H$\& .

-E 

 'H$\& -E.  

   UN <

D 

   UN :<  

       .E0& 

       -$<.MN 

       GM6.MN

7 

       bc$< 

       +2,. 

       >$2< 

       @3& 

       R#0SZ 

       rTA 

       '+3d 
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Conversation in the 

Fruit market UNIT 6  CONVERSATIONS IN THE FRUIT 

 !"#$%& &'()*+,- .'/0&,1234  (Goftagu 

dar baazar-e miweh) 

Structure  

6.0 Objectives 

6.1 Introduction  

6.2 Revision 

6.3 New words 

6.4 Conversation  

6.5 Exercise-1 

6.6 Exercise-2 

6.7 Exercise-3 

6.8 Exercise-4 

6.9 Exercise-5 

6.0  OBJECTIVES 

This unit has been designed to familiarize you with the situation based 

conversation between a buyer and seller in the fruit market. The main aim of 

this unit is to help you learn a good number of words and expressions in 

Persian related to the fruit market. The simple dialogue will help you in your 

day to day life. 

6.1  INTRODUCTION  

The following conversation in this unit takes place between a fruit seller and 

a buyer in the fruit market; it will help you to learn names of some popular 

fruits in Persian. The conversation will enable you to converse with an 

Iranian fruit seller and buy the fruits of your choice. 

6.2  REVISION 

 Let us start with a quick revision of some Persian words you have learnt in 

the previous unit. 

Read the following Persian words loudly. 

Meaning Transliteration Persian Word 

Persian-English 

dictionary  
Farhange faarsi be 

Englisi 
 !" #$%&' ()*+'

#,-./01 

Ruler  Khat kash  23 45  

Gum  Chasp  6,7 
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Speaking-I 
Pin  Sanjaq  8&9)$ 

A big table  Meez-e buzurg  :%;" ;-< 

Chair  Sandali  #=>)? 

Shop / store  Forushgaah @&/AB+' 

Stationary  Lawazim-e tehreer +C+DE FG1H= 

Shop keeper  Maghaazedar  @G&I< %1J  

Diary  Daftar-e ruzaane  !01GB% +K'J 

Eraser  Paak kun  L&M N5  

Sharpener  Medad taraash  O1+E J1>< 

Notebook  Daftar-e yad dasht  PA1JJ&C +K'J 

File  Parwandeh  @>0B+M 

Paper weight  kaghaz Nigahdar %1>Q/0 RS&5 

Pen stand  Ja Qulmi  #T.U &V 

6.3  NEW WORDS 

Meaning Transliteration Persian words 

Fruit  Miweh  @H-< 

Vegetable  Sabzi  W;X$ 

Price  Qeemat / arzesh / bahaa  PT-U  / OG%1 / &Q"  

Mango  Ambe  !X01 

Apple  Seeb  Y-$ 

Grapes  Angur  %H/01 

Orange  Naaranji  #90%&0 

Date  Khorma  &<+3 

Pineapple  Aaaananas  Z[&0&0  

Guava  Aamruud JB+<Z 

Pomegranate  Anaar  %&01 

Cherry  Geelaas  [\-] 

Strawberry  Tut-e Ferangi  #/0+' ^HE 

Ripe  Raseedeh  @>-$% 
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Fruit market Unripe  Narsede  $+0@>-  

Sweet  Shirin  NC+-A 

Delicious  Lazeez  RCR= 

Mellon  Khurbuzeh / Talibe "+3 @; /#X=&_  

Water melon  Hindwaneh  !01B>)* 

Dozen  Dujin  N-VBJ 

Kilogram  Kilogram  +] H.-51F  

Pears  Gulabi  #"\] 

Banana  Muz  GH< 

Papaaya  Papaya  &C&M&M 

Sour  Torsh  O+E 

Coconut  Naargeel  `-]%&0 

Dry fruit  Miweh Khoshk  @H-< ab3  

6.4  CONVERSATION  

English Transliteration Persian 

Customer: Good 

morning 
Mushtari: Salam, subh 

bekhair 
W+Kb< :+-c" dX? F\$.  

Fruit seller: Good 

morning, most 

welcome, what do 

you want? 

Miweh forush: Salam, 

khush aamdedd, Shomaa 

che mikhaheed. 

OB+' @H-< : OH3 F\$

C><Z> .#< !7 &TA e>-*1H3  

Customer: Do you 

have good 

oranges? 

Mushtari: aayaa Shomaa 

purteghal khoob daarid? 
W+Kb< : f&gE+M &TA &CZ

e>C%1J hH3 

Fruit Seller: yes, I 

have brought good, 

fresh and juicy 

oranges today. 

Miweh forush: Bale, 

emrouz purteghal khub 

va taaze wa pur aab 

awarde am. 

OB+' @H-< :#." . GB+<1

 +M B @G&E B hH3 f&gE+M

@J%BZ hZ F1  

Customer: Give me 

two dozen oranges, 

what will be its 

price? 

Mushtari: du dujen 

purteghal beman 

bedaheed. Qeemat 

Aanhaa chi qadr ast? 

W+Kb< : f&gE+M NVBJ BJ

>-*>" N< !" .-U &Q0Z PT

eP$1 %>U !7 

Fruit Seller: the 

price of two dozen 

oranges is forty 

four rupees. 

Miweh Forush: qeemat 

du dujen purteghal 

chehl-o-chahar rupai ast 

OB+' @H-< : BJ PT-U

 %&Q7 B `Q7 f&gE+M NVBJ

P$1 !-MB%.  
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Customer: It is 

very costly. 
Mushtari: Khaili geran 

ast. 
W+Kb< :P$1 i1+] #.-3.  

Fruit Seller: very 

well! You give me 

four rupees less. 

Miweh forush: khaili 

khub! shomaa chahar 

rupiye kam bedaheed. 

OB+' @H-< :hH3 #.-3 !

>-*>" j5 !-MB% %&Q7 &TA.  

Customer: Do you 

have bananas as 

well? 

Mushtari: aayaa Shomaa 

muz ham daarid? 
W+Kb< : j* GH< &TA &CZ

e>C%1J 

Fruit Seller: yes I 

have bananas  

too. 

Miweh forush: bale man 

muz ham daaram. 
OB+' @H-< : GH< N< #."

F%1J j*.  

Customer: How 

much for one 

kilogram? 

Mushtari: yek kilogram 

chand ast? 
W+Kb< : >)7 F+] H.-5 aC

eP$1 

Fruit Seller: it is 

thirty rupees per 

kilo. 

Miweh Forush: in si 

rupai har kilo ast. 
OB+' @H-< : #$ NC1

!-MB% +*P$1 H.-5.  

Customer: give me 

three kilogram. I 

also want one 

kilogram of dates. 

Mushtari: se kilogram 

bedaheed. Yek kilo 

khurma ham mikhaham. 

Kb<W+ : F+]H.-5 !$

>-*>" .<+3 H.-5 aC&  j*

#< j*1H3.  

Fruit Seller: Don’t 

you want more 

fruits. I have good 

and fresh grapes, 

peaches, pears; 

water melons, 

melons and apples. 

Miweh Forush: Az 

miweh jaat digar chizi 

name khaheed? Man 

angur, helu, gulabi, 

hindwane, kharbuze wa 

seeb khub va taaze 

daaram. 

@H-< OB+' :@H-< G1  ^&V

#T0 W;-7 +/CJ  e>-*1H3

 #"\] H=H* %H/01 N<

 Y-$ B @GH"+3 !01B>)*

F%1J @G&E B hH3.  

Customer: do you 

have sweet grapes? 
Mushtari: aayaa Shomaa 

angur-e shirin daarid? 
W+Kb< : %H/01 &TA &CZ

J NC+-Ae>C%1  

Fruit Seller: No I 

do not have sweet 

grapes but I have 

the sour one. 

Miweh Forush: 

Nakahair, man angur-e 

shirin na daaram wali 

man angur-e tursh 

daaram. 

OB+' @H-< :+-c0 ! N<

 #=B F%1>0 NC+-A %H/01

F%1J O+E %H/01 N<.  

Customer: all right! 

Give me half kilo 

of the sour grapes? 

Mushtari: khub! Neem 

kilo angur-e tursh be 

man bedaheed. 

W+Kb< : %H/01 H.-5 j-0

>-*>" N< !" O+E.  

Customer: Do you 

have pine apple 

and straw berry? 

Mushtari: aayaa shomaa 

aaaananas wa Tut-e 

Firangi daarid? 

W+Kb< : B [&0&0Z &TA &CZ

e>C%1J #/0+' ^HE 

Fruit Seller: yes I 

have these fruits. 

How much do you 

want? 

Miweh Forush: bale man 

in miwehaa raa daaram. 

Shomaa chand taa 

mikhaheed? 

OB+' @H-< : NC1 N< #."

F%1J 1% @H-< . &E >)7 &TA

#< e>-*1H3  

Customer: Give me Mushtari: yek kilo W+Kb< : [&0&0Z H.-5 aC
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one kilo pineapple 

and half kilo straw 

berry. 

aaananas va neem kilo 

Tut-e Firangi be dahid. 
 #/0+' ^HE H.-5 j-0 B

>-*>".  

Fruit seller: I have 

ripened mangoes as 

well, do you want 

it? 

Miweh Forush: man 

ambe pur aab va 

raseedeh ham daram, 

shomaa in raa 

mikhaheed? 

OB+' @H-< : +M !X01 N<

F%1J j* @>-$% B hZ . &TA

#< 1% NC1 e>-*1H3  

Customer: if it is 

ripened then give 

me five kilo 

mangoes? 

Mushtari: agar in ambe 

raseedeh ast, panj kilo az 

in be man bedeh. 

W+Kb< : !X01 NC1 +]1

P$1 @>-$% . G1 H.-5 k)M

@>" N< !" NC1.  

Customer: do you 

provide the home 

delivery facility? 

Mushtari: Shomaa 

khidmat-e  tahweel 

Khaane ham mikuneed? 

W+Kb< : P<>3 &TA

#< j* !0&3 `CHDE e>-)5  

Fruit Seller: yes I 

provide this 

service. 

Miweh Forush: bale man 

in khidmat tahayye 

mikunam. 

OB+' @H-< : NC1 N< #."

#< !-QE P<>3 j)5.  

Customer: how 

much do you 

charge for this 

service? 

Mushtari: Shomaa braai 

in khedmat chand pul 

mutalba mikuneed? 

W+Kb< : NC1 W1+" &TA

 !X=&l< fHM >)7 P<>3

#< e>-)5  

Fruit Seller: I 

charge rupees fifty 

for this service. 

Miweh forush: braai in 

khedmat man Panjaah 

rupAayaa mutalba 

mikunam. 

OB+' @H-< : NC1 W1+"

 !-MB% @&9)M N< P<>3

j)5 N< !X=&l<.  

Customer: Do you 

also provide the 

imported fruits? 

Mushtari: aayaa Shomaa 

miwehai kharji ham 

tahayia be kunid? 

W+Kb< :@H-< &TA &CZ  W&*

e>-)5 !" !-QE j* #V%&3 

Fruit Seller: No I 

don’t.  
Miweh Forush: ne man 

name kunam. 
OB+' @H-< : N< !0

#T0 j)5.  

Fruit Seller: I only 

sell the local fruits. 
Miweh Forush: man 

faqat miwehai mahalli 

tahiya mikunam. 

OB+' @H-< :N<  2mU

@H-<  !-QE #.D< W&*

#< j)5.  

Customer: very 

good 
Mushtari: khaile khoob! W+Kb< :hH3 #.-3!  

Fruit Seller: come 

again 
Miweh Forush: dubare 

beaayieed. 
OB+' @H-< :>C&-" @%&"BJ.  

Customer: off 

course 
Mushtari: albatte  W+Kb< : !KX=1  

Fruit Seller: Good 

bye 
Miweh Forush: khodaa 

Haafez 
OB+' @H-< :n'&o 1>3.  
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6.5  EXERCISE-1 

1. Read the following Persian Conversation loudly. 

Translation Transliteration Persian 

  What do you want? Shomaa che 

mikhahid? 
  #< !7 &TA e>-*1H3  

 I want three 

kilogram of apple. 
Man se kilogram seeb 

mikhaham. 
   !$ N< Y-$ F+] H.-5

#< j*1H3.  

2. Read the following Persian Conversation loudly 

Translation Transliteration Persian 

 What do you want? Shomaa che mikhahid?   #< !7 &TA e>-*1H3  

 I want two dozens 

of banana. 
Man du dujen muz mi 

khaham. 
   #<GH< NVBJ BJ N<

j*1H3.  

3. Read the following Persian Conversation loudly. 

Translation Transliteration Persian 

 What do you want? Shomaa che mikhahid?   #< !7 &TA e>-*1H3  

I want three pencils. Man se taa medaad 

mikhaham. 
   J1>< &E !$ N<

#< 1H3j*.  

6.6  EXERCISE-2  

Translation Transliteration Persian 

 Do you like 

pineapple? 
Aayaa Shomaa 

aaananas raa doust 

daarid? 

   P$BJ 1% [&0&0Z &TA &CZ

e>C%1J 

Yes I like pineapple 

very much. 
Bale man aananas raa 

besyaar doust daaram. 
   %&-," 1% [&0&01 N< #."

F%1J P$BJ.  

 

Translation Transliteration Persian 

 Do you like 

mango? 
Aayaa Shomaa anbe raa 

doust daarid? 
   P$BJ 1% !X01 &TA &CZ

e>C%1J 

 No, I do not like 

mango. 
Nakhair, man anbe raa 

doust nadaaram. 
  +-c0 . P$BJ 1% !X01 N<

F%1>0.  

 

Translation Transliteration Persian 

 Which fruit do you 

like? 
Shomaa kodum miweh 

raa doust daarid? 
   P$BJ 1% @H-< F1>5 &TA

e>C%1J  
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Fruit market  I like cherry. Man geelas raa doust 

daaram. 
   P$BJ 1% [\-] N<

F%1J.  

6.7  EXERCISE-3 

Match the following words with appropriate Persian equivalent:  

English Persian 

Mango  !01B>)* 

Apple  Z[&0&0  

Grapes  F+] H.-5 

Orange  #"\] 

Date  GH< 

Pineapple  &C&M&M 

Water melon  !X01 

Papaya Y-$ 

Kilogram  %H/01 

Pears  #90%&0 

Banana  &<+3 

6.8  EXERCISE-4 

Make sentences from the following Persian words. 

&<+3:  

Z[&0&0:  

Y-$:  

%H/01:  

#90%&0:  

&C&M&M:  

!X01:  

!01B>)*:  

#"\]:  

GH<:  
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6.9  EXERCISE-5 

Give the meanings of the following Persian words and write it five times in 

the space provided. 

1
st 2

nd 3
rd 4

th 5
th 6

th English Persian 

  !X01     !X01 

       @H-< 

GH<       GH< 

 [&0&01      [&0&01 

   #"\]    #"\] 

    [\-]   [\-] 

     O+E  O+E 

  NC+-A     NC+-A 

 








